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Abstract. We give semantics for notions of computation, also called
computational effects, by means of operations and equations. We show
that these generate several of the monads of primary interest that have
been used to model computational effects, with the striking omission of
the continuations monad, demonstrating the latter to be of a different
character, as is computationally true. We focus on semantics for global
and local state, showing that taking operations and equations as primitive yields a mathematical relationship that reflects their computational
relationship.

1

Introduction

Eugenio Moggi, in [10, 12], introduced the idea of giving a unified category theoretic semantics for what he called notions of computation, but which we call
computational effects. He modelled each computational effect in the Kleisli category for an appropriate strong monad on a base category C with finite products.
The perspective of this paper is that computational effects determine monads
but are not identified with monads. We regard a computational effect as being
realised by operators, with a monad being generated by the equational theory
of the operators.
Examples of computational effects are nondeterminism, probabilistic nondeterminism, side-effects, exceptions, interactive input/output, and continuations.
Moggi’s unified approach to modelling them has proved useful, especially in functional programming [2], but there has not been a precise mathematical basis on
which to compare and contrast the various effects.
For instance, continuations are computationally of a different character to
other computational effects, partly because they are inherently non-local phenomena, allowing a program to go outside its usual scope; partly also because
they are a basis for building compilers, as opposed, for instance, to nondeterminism. For another example, computationally, the introduction of global state
is a first step towards the introduction of local state. So we seek a mathematical
description of features of the various monads that reflects the comparisons and
contrasts between the corresponding computational phenomena.
−
An immediate observation is that the monad for continuations R(R ) does
not have a rank (see [7] for a definition), while the monads for all the other
⋆
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above-mentioned computational effects do. There is a theorem to the effect that,
because they have ranks, all the other monads are derivable from algebraic operations and equations in a precise sense [8]. So consideration of operations and
equations might provide a basis on which to describe features of the computational effects: we regard it as positive that there are no algebraic operations and
equations in the precise sense of the theorem, yielding the continuations monad,
as that reflects their differing computational nature.
Operations are essential to giving any programming language along the lines
of Moggi’s computational λ-calculus, for instance F P C or fragments of M L.
And the precise definition of operation in the above-mentioned theorem [8] is
consistent with computationally natural operations associated with several of the
above monads: for instance, one considers a nondeterministic binary choice operator in modelling nondeterminism; one considers a probabilistic binary choice
operator for probabilistic nondeterminism; one considers lookup and update operations in modelling global state, and one adds a block operation to model local
state; one has operations to raise exceptions; and one has read and write operations associated with interactive input/output. An analysis of several of these
operations, regarded as operations associated with an already given monad, appears in [17], with a unified formulation of operational semantics given for some
of them in [16].
Some of these examples, notably those associated with nondeterminism, are
already well known; others, such as those of exceptions and interactive input/output, are easy; but global and local state required considerable thought.
So most of the technical detail of the paper is devoted to a precise statement of
the situation for state. At this point, we should like to thank Eugenio Moggi for
suggesting to us that the monad for global state may be derived from computationally natural operations and equations, and we should like to thank Peter
O’Hearn for showing us a monad for local state and explaining its significance
to us. The relationship between global and local state is delicate. We characterise global state in terms of ordinary infinitary operations and equations, but
two new features emerge in characterising local state. First, the arities must be
allowed to be not just sets but presheafs; and second, the block operation, in
contrast to lookup and update, is inherently linear, using symmetric monoidal
closed structure rather than cartesian closed structure.
There are fundamentally two ways in which one can generate a monad from
algebraic operations and equations, and they are equivalent. One of them is
associated with the Kleisli construction on a monad, and the other is associated
with its category of algebras. The first amounts to using the equations to give a
normal form for each word generated by the operations, while the latter amounts
to giving a left adjoint to the forgetful functor from the category of algebras
generated by the operations and equations. The relationship between the two
approaches is given by the relationship between generic effects and algebraic
operations in [17]: to give a generic effect e : n −→ T m is equivalent to giving
m n-ary operations. We formulate our results here in terms of algebras.

For future work, having made some progress here in describing computational effects in terms of operations and equations, it is natural to consider their
combinations; we plan to address that issue shortly.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we give a general explanation
of the notions of signature, operations, and equations, and we give some fairly
routine examples. In Section 3, we give a careful explanation of how the monad
(S ⊗ −)S for global state is generated by operations for lookup and update
subject to computationally natural equations. And in Section 4, we extend the
definitions of Section 3 to see how the addition of block subject to reasonable
additional equations generates the monad for local state. The central point here
is that this gives precise mathematics that reflects the computational relationship
between global and local state.

2

Operations and equations

Given a finitary signature Σ in the usual universal algebraic sense, one can speak
of a Σ-algebra in any category C with finite products: it consists of an object A
of C together with, for each σǫΣ, a map
aσ : Aar(σ) −→ A
in C, where ar(σ) is the arity of σ. One can speak of derived operations as usual,
and of equations between derived operations. We henceforth assume that C is
fixed, leading examples being Set, P oset, ω-Cpo, presheaf categories [W, Set],
and functor categories of the form [W, ω-Cpo] for a small category of worlds W ,
cf [13].
So, given a finitary signature Σ and equations E between derived operations,
we have the notion of a (Σ, E)-algebra in C. This notion, with the evident
definition of homomorphism of algebras, generates a category (Σ, E)-Alg with
a forgetful functor
U : (Σ, E)−Alg −→ C
which, if C has all small coproducts, has a left adjoint F , inducing a monad
T = U F on C. The category (Σ, E)-Alg is isomorphic to the category T -Alg of
algebras for the monad T .
This is a considerably simplified version of the work in [8], which also assumes closedness of C, but the above version is sufficient for most of the work
in this paper. One illuminating view of this is in terms of models for a Lawvere theory in a category other than Set, cf [17, 18]. There is nothing special
about the finitariness of Σ: everything holds equally for infinitary operations,
providing C has correspondingly infinitary products, as all our examples do. It
is, moreover, routine, to verify that the induced monad T always has a natural
strength associated with it, induced by the universal property of products.
Straightforward examples are as follows.
Example 1. The monad − + E for exceptions on Set is induced by E nullary
operations, with no equations. These operations model the raising of exceptions,

but do not model a handle operation. This distinction is consistent with the
fact that raising exceptions is, in a precise sense, algebraic [17], while handling
exceptions is not. In this paper, we only consider algebraic operations, as they
induce the various monads, while non-algebraic operations such as handle are of
a different character.
Example 2. The monad T X = µY.(O ×Y +Y I +X) for interactive input/output
is induced by operations read : X I −→ X and write : X −→ X O , with no
equations [11]. Here, one uses infinitary operations. A programming language
only contains finitary operations, but it may use or generate infinite data, for
instance, being fed by an oracle or producing an infinite stream of output; so one
may model such phenomena by infinitary operations. This also holds of other
classes of resumptions too.
Now consider nondeterminism. In order to explain it properly, we need the
more sophisticated notions of signature, operations, and equations of [8], but
first observe how a crude version of it fits into our setting here.
Example 3. Let C be the category of ω-cpo’s. Then the category of algebras for
the convex power-domain [14, 4, 15, 1] is, except for partiality, the category of
semi-lattices in C, i.e., structures with an associative, commutative, idempotent
binary operation. Similar facts are true of the upper and lower power-domains,
except that each requires an additional equational axiom in the setting of [8].
In order to outline a complete modelling of nondeterminism in terms of operations and equations as developed in [8], we digress briefly to give an idea of
how [8] applies.
One of the simpler examples of algebraic structure on ω-Cpo as an instance
of [8] is the structure required to give a least element to an ω-cpo. It follows
from [8] that the category ω-Cpo⊥ of ω-cpo’s with least element and maps preserving the least element is of the form L-Alg for a monad L with rank on ω-Cpo.
Moreover, this application of the general theory shows that the category L-Alg
has a canonical enrichment, in fact a unique coherent one, in ω-Cpo.
Given any additional algebraic structure (Σ, E) on ω-Cpo, one can generate
corresponding additional algebraic structure (Σ⊥ , E⊥ ) on ω-Cpo⊥ : an “arity” c
in ω-Cpo lifts to an arity Lc in ω-Cpo⊥ , and this induces a lifting of (Σ, E) to
algebraic structure (Σ⊥ , E⊥ ). A (Σ⊥ , E⊥ )-algebra consists of a (Σ, E)-algebra
with a least element. So the category T -Alg for the monad T on ω-Cpo generated
by (Σ, E) together with the algebraic structure for a least element is isomorphic
to the category T⊥ -Alg for the monad T⊥ on ω-Cpo⊥ generated by (Σ⊥ , E⊥ ).
The monad T is the coproduct, in the category of monads on ω-Cpo, of L with
the monad generated by (Σ, E), so there is a monad morphism from L to T .
This is the general situation, accounting for partiality combined with any
algebraic structure. The situation for nondeterminism is slightly stronger. There,
one has the monad Sl for semilattices on ω-Cpo, the monad L for partiality, and
a distributive law of L over Sl: this provides a monad structure on (Sl)L, which
is also isomorphic to T , i.e., the monad (Sl)L is isomorphic to the coproduct

Sl + L in the category of monads on ω-Cpo. This phenomenon reflects special
features of the category ω-Cpo and the monad L. In general, if all operations
of an algebraic structure on ω-Cpo are of the form P n −→ P and satisfy the
equation
f (x, x, · · · , x) = x
then such a distributive law exists, necessarily uniquely.
Example 4. The probabilistic power-domain [5, 6] can be treated algebraically in
a number of equivalent ways as described in [3], where three probabilistic choice
operators are considered. Of the three, if studied on the category of ω-cpo’s
rather than that of ω-dcpo’s, two fit within the framework of [8] while the other
does not seem to do so. There does not seem to be a natural way to separate
out axioms for partiality as we have done for nondeterminism.

3

Global state

In this section, we show how the side-effects monad, which is used to model
global state, is generated by infinitary operations for lookup and update subject
to computationally natural equations.
Let L be a finite set, to be regarded as a set of locations, and let V be a
countable set, to be regarded as the set of values. For instance, V may be taken
to be the set of natural numbers. One defines the set of states of a language to
be the set V L of functions from locations to values. So S is a countable set.
Now assume we have a category C with countable products and coproducts.
Consider the monad on C given by (S ⊗ −)S , where AX means the product of X
copies of the object A of C, and X ⊗ A means the coproduct of X copies of A.
This monad allows us to model global state, as a map in the Kleisli category from
A to B is equivalent to giving a map in C from S ⊗ A to S ⊗ B, thus allowing a
change of state. For a more general formulation of the monad in terms of tensors
and cotensors, see Kelly’s book [7]. This more general formulation may become
useful when S is treated not merely as a set but as an ω-cpo or perhaps an ω-cpo
with least element.
We seek to express the category (S ⊗ −)S -Alg as the category of (Σ, E)algebras, for computationally natural Σ and E, in the category C. In order
to give this result, we define a category GS(C), which, by its description, is
the category of (Σ, E)-algebras in C for evident (Σ, E), such that the evident
forgetful functor U : GS(C) −→ C has a left adjoint given by (S ⊗−)S . It follows
that (Σ, E)-Alg is isomorphic to (S ⊗ −)S -Alg.
Our operations will consist of a “lookup” operation of the form l : AV −→ AL
and an “update” operation of the form u : A −→ AL×V . Given a V -indexed
family of elements of A, the lookup operation takes a location loc, finds out
what its value is in the current state of the computation, and computes the
element of A determined by that value. Given an element of A together with a
location loc and a value v, the update operation updates the state by insisting
that loc take value v, then allows the computation to run.

We take care here to give the result for a category C with axiomatic structure
rather than just for Set, as we expect the more general result to be required for
modelling the combination of side effects with other computational effects.
Definition 1. Given a category C with countable products, a finite set L, and
a countable set V , we define the category GS(C) as follows: an object of GS(C)
consists of
– an object A of C
– a “lookup” map l : AV −→ AL , and
– an “update” map u : A −→ AL×V
subject to commutativity of two classes of diagrams. First, we have four interaction diagrams as follows:
∼
u - L×V
=A
(AV )L
A
lL

At
?
AL 

Aδ

AL×L  ∼
=

?
(AL )L

where δ : L −→ L × L and t : L −→ 1 are the diagonal and terminal maps, and
the lower unlabelled isomorphism matches the outer L of (AL )L with the first L
of AL×L ,
∼
lV=
- (AV )L
(AL )V
(AV )V
∼
=

lL
?
(AL )L

?
AV ×V

∼
=

Aδ
?
AV

l

- AL 

?
L×L

Aδ

A

where the unlabelled isomorphisms match the outer V of (AV )V with the first V
of AV ×V and similarly for L, cf [7],
A
u
?
AL×V

u - L×V
A

uL×V-

(AL×V )L×V
∼
=

?
L×L×V ×V
- AL×V ×V 
A
AL×π1
Aδ×V ×V

where the unlabelled isomorphism matches the outside L with the first L and
similarly for V , and
l - L
A

AV

L
u(AL×V )L

Aδ×V

uV
?
(AL×V )V

AL×δ

?
- AL×V

suppressing two isomorphisms. We also have three commutation diagrams as
follows:
(AV )V

lV-

∼
=(AV )L

(AL )V

lL-

(AL )L
s

s

?
(AL )L

?
(AV )V
lV
?
(AL )V

- (AV )L
∼
=

l

- (AL )L
L

?
- AL2

where s signifies “swap” maps and L2 denotes the set of ordered pairs of distinct
elements of L, with the unlabelled maps both given by the same canonical map,
u-

A

AL×V

uL×V
-

s
(AL×V )L×V - (AL×V )L×V

u
?
AL×V

uL×V

- (AL×V )L×V

?
- AL2 ×V ×V

where s again signifies a “swap” map and with the unlabelled maps again given
by the same canonical map, and
AV

l - L
A

uL-

∼
=
(AL×V )L - (AL )L×V

uV
?
- (AL )L×V
- (AV )L×V
(AL×V )V ∼
=
lL×V

?
- AL2 ×V

where, again, the unlabelled maps are given by the same canonical map. The rest
of the structure of GS(C) as a category is evident: for instance, a map from
(A, u, l) to (A′ , u′ , l′ ) is a map f : A −→ A′ in C subject to commutativity of f
with l and l′ and commutativity of f with u and u′ .
The above constitutes our formal definition of the category of algebras. However, if C were Set, one could equally write the equations as equations between
terms generated by “lookup” and “update” functions applied to generic elements
of the appropriate sets. More generally, for any category C with countable products, one can routinely give an equational language for which equations between
infinitary terms of the language correspond to commutative diagrams in the category. So the seven commutative diagrams in the definition of GS(C) can be
expressed equationally as the following seven axioms involving infinitary expressions respectively:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

l(loc, (u(loc, v, a))v ) = a
l(loc, (l(loc, (avv′ )v ))v′ ) = l(loc, avv )
u(loc, v, u(loc, v ′ , a)) = u(loc, v ′ , a)
u(loc, v, l(loc, (av )v )) = u(loc, v, av )
l(loc, (l(loc′ , (avv′ )v )v′ ) = l(loc′ , l(loc, (avv′ )v′ )v ) where loc 6= loc′
u(loc, v, u(loc′ , v ′ , a)) = u(loc′ , v ′ , u(loc, v, a)) where loc 6= loc′
u(loc, v, l(loc′ , (av′ )v′ )) = l(loc′ , (u(loc, v, av′ ))v′ ) where loc 6= loc′ .

Proposition 1. For any object (A, l, u) of GS(C), the diagram
A

At - V
A
@
@
@
At @
R
@

l
?
AL

commutes.
Proof. Use two applications of the first axiom and one application of the second
axiom.
Proposition 2. If C has countable coproducts, for any object X of C, the object
(S ⊗ X)S together with the maps
u : (S ⊗ X)S −→ ((S ⊗ X)S )L×V
determined by composition with the function
L × V × V L −→ V L
that, given (loc, v, σ), “updates” σ : L −→ V by replacing its value at loc by v
and
l : ((S ⊗ X)S )V −→ ((S ⊗ X)S )L

determined by composition with the function
L × V L −→ V × V L
that, given (loc, σ), “lookups” loc in σ : L −→ V to determine its value, and
is given by the projection into V L , satisfy the commutative diagrams required to
give an object of GS(C).
The definitions of u and l in the proposition correspond to the equations
u(loc, v, x)(σ) = x(σ[v/loc])
and
l(loc, (xv )v )(σ) = xσ(loc) (σ).
Theorem 1. The forgetful functor U : GS(C) −→ C exhibits GS(C) as monadic
over C, with monad (S ⊗ −)S .
Proof. We first show that the left adjoint to U is the functor (S ⊗ −)S , with
algebra structure on (S ⊗ X)S given by the proposition, and with the unit of the
adjunction given by the canonical map ηX : X −→ (S ⊗ X)S . Given an algebra
(A, l, u) and a natural number n, let
un : (L × V )n ⊗ A −→ A
denote the canonical map induced by n applications of u, and let
n

ln : AV −→ AL

n

denote the canonical map induced by n applications of l.
Given an arbitrary map f : X −→ A, and recalling that S = V L , define
f : (S ⊗ X)S −→ A to be the composite of (S ⊗ f )S : (S ⊗ X)S −→ (S ⊗ A)S
with
L

(V L ⊗ A)V

L

V
- ((L × V )L ⊗ A)V L uL - AV L

lL -

AL

L

- A

where the unlabelled maps are the evident structural maps. We need to prove
four commutativities: the commutativity showing that f composed with ηX is f ,
two commutativities to show that f is an algebra map, and a final one to show
that, given any algebra map g : (S ⊗ X)S −→ A, the map gη equals g.
For the unit axiom, first observe that the commutation axioms generalise to
allow l and u to be replaced by ln and um for arbitrary natural numbers n and
m. The unit axiom follows by induction on the size of L from these generalised
versions of the first two commutation axioms together with the first interaction
axiom.
One can see the proof of commutativity of f with u by first considering the
case where L has precisely one element, for which the proof is easy, using the
third and fourth interaction axioms, together with Proposition 1. The proof for

arbitrary L is essentially the same, but also requires the generalised commutation
axioms.
Commutativity of f with l is straightforward: it requires the second interaction diagram together with generalised versions of the first commutation diagram. And the final commutativity follows from routine calculation, just using
naturality. So (S ⊗ −)S is indeed left adjoint to U .
Finally, it follows routinely from Beck’s monadicity theorem that U is monadic.

4

Local state

We now consider local state and see how its models can be seen in terms of
operations and equations, extending those for global state in a principled fashion.
In order to do that, we first need a natural statement of what the models of local
state are. We follow [13], as further studied in [9]. Following [13], we do not model
local state in terms of a category with axiomatically given structure as we have
done for global state, but rather we restrict attention to a particular presheaf
category. Our results may generalise to functor categories [I, C] where C has
axiomatically given structure.
Let I be the category of finite sets and injections. So I is equivalent to the
category of natural numbers and monomorphisms. Note that I does not have
finite coproducts, and in particular, the sum of two natural numbers does not act
as their binary coproduct. However, I does have an initial object, so by duality,
I op has a terminal object. The Yoneda embedding embeds I op into the presheaf
category [I, Set], which is cartesian closed as a locally finitely presentable category, allowing us to use the general theory of operations and equations of [8].
Finite products in [I, Set] are given pointwise, and the closed structure, given
functors X, Y : I −→ Set, is given by
(Y X )n = [I, Set](X − ×I(n, −), Y −)
i.e., the set of natural transformations from X −×I(n, −) to Y . Observe that the
terminal object of [I, Set] is I(0, −), which is the constant functor at 1, exactly
as it should be because the Yoneda embedding preserves limits.
There is an additional symmetric monoidal closed structure on [I, Set] that
is convenient for us to use here. It is a convolution monoidal structure. Using
the notation for closed structure of [7], the closed structure corresponding to the
convolution monoidal product is
[X, Y ]n = [I, Set](X−, Y (n + −))
In particular, by the Yoneda lemma, [I(m, −), Y ]n = Y (n + m). Moreover, the
functor [X, −] has a canonical strength with respect to the cartesian closed
structure of [I, Set]. We shall use a combination of both symmetric monoidal
closed structures here. It takes a little thought to fit the combination exactly
into the formalism of [8], but that work is an established part of general theory.
The category [I, Set] is a suitable category in which to model local state [13].
The category [F, Set], where F is the category of finite sets and all functions, is

less suitable, as one wishes to add or ignore new state but not to alter it; the
exponent category is regarded as the category of worlds.
As we are modelling local rather than global state here, we can no longer
model state by a set; instead, we must index it according to the world in which
it is defined. So, given a set of values V , state is modelled by the functor S :
I op −→ Set given by Sn = V n . Note that S is not an object of [I, Set]. But that
is not of substantial difficulty to us as, when we studied global state, S was a set,
so was not an object of C either. Observe that the functor S is the composite of
the inclusion I op −→ Setop with V (−) : Setop −→ Set.
The monad for local state is
Z mǫ(n/I)
(Sm × Xm))Sn
(T X)n = (

R
where denotes a coend, which is a complicated form of colimit [7]. This construction is a simplified version of one in Levy’s thesis [9]. The behaviour of T
on injective maps f : n −→ n′ is as follows: decompose n′ as the sum n + n′′ ,
note that S(p + n′′ ) = Sp × Sn′′ , and use covariance of X. So the map
Z mǫ(n/I)
Z m′′ ǫ((n+n′′ )/I)
(
(Sm × Xm)])Sn × Sn × Sn′′ −→
(Sm′′ × Xm′′ )y
evaluates at Sn, then maps the m-th component of the first coend into the
(m + n′′ )-th component of the second, using the above isomorphism for S and
functoriality of X. The monad T routinely has strengths with respect to both
symmetric monoidal closed structures.
We denote the inclusion of I into Set, which is I(1, −), by the notation L, as
it represents locations, and we overload notation by letting V : I −→ Set denote
the constant functor at V , representing values. As L is not a mere set but rather
a set indexed by a world, we need more refined notions of signature, operations,
and equations in order to allow L and V to be arities as we had for global state.
Note that our definition of L2 as in the previous section extends here, where L2
may be seen as the functor from I to Set that sends a finite set to the set of
ordered pairs of distinct elements.
We leave the precise general definitions of signature, operations, and equations implicit, and proceed by analogy with global state, by defining a category
LS([I, Set]) which is of the form (Σ, E)-Alg for these extended notions. The
relationship between our modelling of global and local state will be clear. One
can fit these extended notions of arity within the remit of [8], but the particular
combination of cartesianness and linearity we use here suggests a more delicate
analysis can probably be made than a mere reference to [8] suggests. Observe
that, as V : I −→ Set is a constant functor, we have
(AV )− = [V, A]− = (A−)V
We shall only use the notation AV .
Definition 2. We define the category LS([I, Set]) as follows: an object of LS([I, Set])
consists of

– an object A of [I, Set]
– a “lookup” map l : AV −→ AL
– an “update” map u : A −→ AL×V
– a “block” map b : [L, A] −→ AV

subject to commutativity of six interaction diagrams and six commutativity diagrams. The interaction diagrams consist of the four interaction diagrams for
global state, together with

[L, A]

[L, u]

∼
=
[L, AL×V ] - [L, AL ]V

- [L × L, A]V
[δ, A]V

b
?
AV

(At )V

?
[L, A]V

- (AV )V 
bV

where the horizontal unlabelled map is given by a canonical distributivity law of
X ⊗ − over product together with the fact that the unit for the tensor product is
the terminal object, and

[L, AV ]

[L,l]
[L, AL ]

- [L × L, A]

∼
=

[δ, A]

?
[L, A]V

?
[L, A]

bV
?
(AV )V

b
- AV ×V
∼
=

Aδ

?
- AV

where the horizontal unlabelled map is determined as in the first diagram.

The commutation diagrams are those for global state together with
[L, [L, A]]

[L,b]
[L, AV ]

∼
=[L, A]V
bV

s

?
(AV )V

?
[L, [L, A]]

s

[L, b]
?
[L, AV ]
[L, A]

- [L, A]V
∼
=

[L, u]

b

?
- (AV )V
V

[L, AL×V ] - [L, A]L×V
bL×V

b
?
AV

?
- (AL×V )V - (AV )L×V
∼
=
uV

and
[L, A]V

bV-

(AV )V

s(AV )V

∼
=

lV

?
[L, AV ]

?
(AL )V
∼
=

[L, l]
?
[L, AL ]

- [L, A]L

b

?
- (AV )L
L

One can express the above equations syntactically as
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

b(v, (u(loc, v ′ , xloc )loc ) = b(v ′ , xloc )
b(v, l(loc, xlocv )loc ) = b(v, (xlocv )loc )
b(v, b(v ′ , (xloc′ loc )loc′ )loc ) = b(v ′ , b(v, (xloc′ loc )loc )loc′ )
b(v, u(loc′ , v ′ , xloc )loc ) = u(loc′ , v ′ , b(v, (xloc )loc )
b(v, l(loc′ , (xv′ loc )v′ )loc ) = l(loc′ , (b(v, (xv′ loc )loc ))v )

In order to prove that the free algebra is given by the monad for local state,
we need to put an algebra structure on T X for arbitrary X in [I, Set]. It is

simplest to express this, using the theory of [17], in terms of generic elements.
So we give maps
– lookup : L −→ T V
– update : L × V −→ T 1
– block : V −→ T L
with the understanding that l : (T X)V −→ (T X)L is defined using composition
with lookup in the Kleisli category Kl(T ), and similarly for update and block.
They are defined as follows:
lookupn : n −→ [Sn, Sn × V ]
is defined by lookupn (p, σ) = (σ, σ(p))
updaten : n × V −→ [Sn, Sn]
is defined by updaten (p, v, σ) = σ[v/p], and
Z
blockn : V −→ (

mǫ(n/I)

(Sm × m))Sn

is defined by blockn (v, σ) = ((σ, v), 1)ǫS(n + 1) × (n + 1).
Proposition 3. For any object X of [I, Set], the object T X together with the
maps l, u and b as defined above, satisfy the commutative diagrams required to
give an object of LS([I, Set]).
Theorem 2. The forgetful functor U : LS([I, Set]) −→ [I, Set] exhibits LS([I, Set])
as monadic over [I, Set] with monad T as above.
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that for Theorem 1. The key construction is that given a mapf : X −→ A where A is an algebra, f extends to
an algebra map f given by the composite of T f : T X −→ T A with, on the n-th
component,
– a structural map
Z
(

mǫ(n/I)

Z
n
(V m × Am))V −→ (

mǫ(n/I)

(V m−n × (m × V )n × Am))V

n

R mǫ(n/I) m−n
R mǫ(n/I) m−n
n
n
– a map (
(V
×(m×V )n ×Am))V −→ (
(V
×Am))V
given by n applications of um
R mǫ(n/I) m−n
n
n
– a map (
(V
× Am))V −→ (An)V given on the (i : n → m)-th
component by a composite of applications of bp as p varies from n to m − 1
n
n
– a map (An)V −→ (An)n given by n applications of ln , and
nn
– a structural map (An) −→ An.
The two new interaction axioms are used to prove that f respects b.
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